garden, etc. to produce an archtypal image, that "stresses not
surrounded by forests and lakes in which the infrastructures
archtypal image symbolically and allegorically. The previous
of Banham's belief in architecture as an objective approach
counterparts, such as that of the Team 10, CR is skeptical of
irrespective of its availability as a consistent language. [10]
"CR goes on to propose a theatrical idea of the city where
and Speer in his summary of the symposium, " . . . of recent
profusion of reminiscence." The urban islands signified a
and Hadrian's Villa are expaned further and utilized to
the Gotham City and its allegorical, morphological
and casting morphologies. Palatable compositional
are isolated and one of these morphologies
in the 'archetypal image' that two previous researchers
interest and the garden. [22]